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Social Scientists' Contribution To The 
Demise Of 
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ment Center in New Jersey and at the Provo Delinquency Rehabilitation Project 
in Utah. He is the author of many articles within his specialities and has edited 
Sociology, Students and Society and Cracks in the Classroom Wall. 

Jorja J. Manos 

Jorja J Manos is a graduate student in the School of Social Welfare at the Univer
sity of California, Los Angeles. She is currently working with in-patients at Martin 
Luther King, Jr. General Hospital 

Introduction 

On November 2, 1978 in the evening at prime time, after an intensive 
advertising campa3gn on the radio, n~wspapers and T.V., a television pro
gram called Scared Straight was seen by approximately one million people 
in the Los Angeles area. The program, a documentary which has since 
received an academy award, was filmed at the Rahway State Prison in New 
Jersey and was designed to frighten hardcore juvenile offenders by exposing 
these young men and women, black and white, to three hours with lifers 
inside the prison. The exposure to the inmates was, according to the warden 
of the prison, handled exclusively by the inmates, and indeed the convicts 
went to some length to inform the juveniles that there would be no psy
chologists, social workers or probation officers appearing during their visit 
to prison. 

The inmates, black and white, in language raw and natural, yelled, 
harassed, intimidated and challenged the juveniles. The inmates took turns 
in facing the juveniles while talking about themselves and demanded full 
and rapt attention. While detailing aspects of their lives, the inmates 
harassed the juveniles by mocking their fears, their smiles and their dis
beliefs. The juveniles were also threatened directly with physical and sexual 
assault. 

Mr. Peter Falk, our national working class detective, stressed the value of 
this approach by focusing on the low costs of the program (the inmates were 
not paid), the brevity of the experience for the juveniles (three hours), and 
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the success rate of the program. After six months only one of the seventeen 
juveniles shown in the documentary had gotten into difficulty with the law. 
This seems remarkable in light of the fact that these juveniles were not 
status offenders but confirmed hardcore offenders. This "cure" was con
firmed by observations of probation officers who said they hadn't seen the 
juveniles at their old hangouts any more; and by the juveniles who reported 
that they were frightened by the experience and had gone back to school. 
The viewing audience's reaction was swift and positive. While some object
ed to the language, none were upset with the rehabilitation program's 
tactics.! We were upset and angered with the program. Neither the lan
guage, nor the paraprofessional's control of the program were the issues for 
us. What we envisioned after the massive publicity to get similar programs 
started in states throughout the country was a movement spearheaded by 
the institutionalization of scare tactics. Dale Hardman, in a recent satire, 
carries out the logic of fear and threat by suggesting public tortures which 
could be useful in preventing further delinquency and crime. 2 Most readers 
would probably find this suggestion repugnant, yet this televised event of 
a real phenomena is not too far from that satirical suggestion. 

Wha.t we were angered about was the simplified approach to rehabilita
tion, its emphasis upon fear and repression as the factors of social control 
and, by direct implication, its rejection of rehabilitation and treatment. 
What was emphasized in the program were the physical and sexual abuses 
that awaited all future juveniles who believed that their futures did not 
include prison as a viable possibility. The program seemed to be another 
spike in the rehabilitation coffin. It implied that rehabilitation is dead and 
that we can now return to the warehousing and punishment orientation of 
yesteryear.3 

The movement for the demise of rehabilitation has been supported by 
both academic research that supposedly refutes the efficacy of treatment, 
and by liberties groups, like the American Friends Service Committee who 
argue against the possibility of treatment, as well as by prisoners themselves 
who have posed legal challenges to the cruel and contradictory systems of 
treatment.4 The argument is being made and repeated that social science 
and correctional efforts, aimed at implementing and evaluating treatment 
are, for naught since treatment is worthless. Scared Straight will support 
this growing belief in the failure of treatment and could become the adopted 
response to the frustration of increasing crime rates and the direct and 
indirect costs of crime. Such a disdain for treatment is, perhaps, represented 
by its omission in the report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, done under the L.E.A.A. The report has no single 
chapter on treatment rehabilitation in its 800 pages and 28 chapters.s 

Our concern here is not with the external politics of this movement, (the 
1 Los Angeles Times, "'Scared Straight' Tops Ratings in its Time Slot", television documentary, Part III, p.3, November 

4, 1978. 
2 Hardman, D. G., "Notes at an Unfinished Lunch", Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 23, No.4, 1977, Pp. 365-371. 
3 Zimbardo, P. G., "Letter to the Editor", APA Monitor, July, 1975, p. 3. 
• Martinson, R., "What Works-Questions and Answers About Prison Reform", The Public Interest, Spring, 1974, p. 25; 

American Friends Sel'vice Committee "Struggle for Justice", A Report on Crime and Punishment in America, 1971, 
New York: Hill & Wang, Inc. 

• Report of the Task Force on Juvenile and Delinquency Prevention, National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals, 1976, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office. 
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legal issues of treatment, the rights of prisoners and the use of hard line 
rhetoric by politicians), but with the contribution that social scientists have 
made to the demise of rehabilitation, a demise that we believe is not justified 
by the evidence and moreover poses a threat to a just society. 

There are a number of ways that social scientists have contributed to this 
demise. We shall develop each of them in some small detail, although each 
deserves more careful and systematic work. 

The person and work of August Aichhorn, one of the founding pioneers 
of delinquency rehabilitation, will be used to illustrate these points when
ever possible, although they have generality beyond the particulars of his 
case. The ways in which we believe criminologists have contributed to the 
demise of treatment can be found in the atheoretical base of our work, the 
negiect of our intellectual history, and the neglect of our relations with 
sister disciplines. We shall address each of these separately although they 
obviously overlap. 

Atheoretical Efforts 

The axiom of Kurt Lewin that nothing is as practical as good theory has 
not been part of the working arsenal of correctional evaluations. There is 
little to be gained by anyone, when research neglects theory. All social 
action has conceptu~l referents, and hence practical knowledge is intimately 
connected to the testing and discovery of the abstract principles involved 
in any clinical or social practice effort. The distinction that is often made 
between basic research and applied research, between knowledge and prac
tice, as exemplified in the research versus teaching dispute, often turns out 
to be a sp~rious distinction emphasizing differences that are minimal. These 
distinctions neglect to examine the mutually enhancing functions that can 
occur in developing knowledge and studying practice.6 Many of the classical 
giants of western thought, like Freud and Marx, older criminologists like 
Bentham and Becarria, and more modern theorists of social science like 
Lewin understood the practical value of generalization based upon clinical 
practice. The contemporary figure in corrections, Daniel Glaser, stands out 
as the person who has adamantly attempted to assert and reassert the impor.· 
tance and value of this ppsition in criminology and delinquency researc.h on 
treatment strategies.7 But he is a rarity. The survey of Lipton and his 
co-workers talks more to the way we at;e. They evaluated 286 programs in 
order to discover what works.8 These studies stand as a testimonial to the 
disbelief of the value of theoretical work in treatment. Neither the works 
surveyed, nor the authors of the survey, organized the work according to 
causal theory or abstract conceptions of intervention strategies. We are thus 
left in the dark about the correctional or treatment principles involved in 
the successful, the unsuccessful or the mixed programs. In the television 

• Lundberg, A., "Science in Human Relations", reprinted in Sociology Students and Societyby Rabow, Jerome, 1972. Pacific 
Palisades, CA: Goodyear Publishing Co., Inc.; Rabow, J., "Research and Rehabilitation: The Conflict of Scientific and 
Treatment Roles in Corrections", Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 1, No.1, 1964; Wilson, E., 
"Sociology: Scholarly Discipline or Profession?", newsletter, On Teaching Undergraduate Sociology, December 1977 
and February 1978. . 

7 Glaser, D., "Concern with Theory in Correctional Evaluation Research", Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 23, No.2, 1977, 
Pp. 173-179. 

• Lipton, D., Martinson, R. and Wilks, J., The Effectiveness of Correctional Treatment, 1975. New York: Praeger. 
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program, Scared Straight, despite the fear tactics, there are a number of 
interesting tbeoretical and abstract principles and empirical processes that 
deserve mentioning. Unless these processes are identified, we can tellUttie 
about the utility of the Rahway effort. For example, the use of power or 
force or force threat, as the contemporary sociologist as Goode would have 
us call it, is operative in all collectives.' While important, it is only one of 
the four major control systems which include prestige, wealth and love. 
Force and force threat do not alone make for change or respect for justice. 
Indeed; Goode argues that the system which requires the least physical force 

would most closely approximate a just system. 
It would be a tragic mistake, however, to assume that force and force 

threat operated exclusively at Rahway. A scene in which the juveniles were 
told (forced) to remove their shoes was followed by a question which asked 
them how they felt. All of them said they didn't like it. This was developed 
by one of the lifers to indicate to the juveniles that that's the way people on 
the outside felt when items of clothing or material goods were stolen. They 
were then warned that future thefts might be done to the lifer'S family and 
loved ones. The lifers indicated that they would be real unhappy to learn 
about that. The program thus encouraged the juveniles to put themselves 
into the role of the other and they were therefore encouraged to develop 
empathy. None of them had demonstrated this ability in the interviewS 
prior to the prison encounter when asked about the impact of their robbing 
and mugging

s 
upon others. Through a process of identification with the 

inmate or his situation, the juvenile was encouraged to imagine his future 
life as one that would involve the loss of freedoms, continued violence and 
constant sexual assaults. Education waS stressed by tbe lifers as a way they 
might avoid coming into the prison. This implies an emphasis upon legiti
mate opportunity strUctures. The media and the public seemed, however, 
to be obsessed with the fear and threat factor. 

As indicated, empathy for others, anticipation of consequences and legiti-
mate opportunity structures also seem to be operating in concert with force. 
Unless each of these processes is considered, we will have no basis for 
knowing why we should or should not implement such a program. Each of 
tbe factors that I selected as important in Scared Straight was recoguized 
by August Aichhorn. Yet Aichhorn is regarded as a psychoanalyst and, like 
most psychoanalysts,his ideas are often considered by sociologists and 
criminologists as unverifiable and hence non-researchable." Aichhorn's no" 
tions while theoretically complex were, nevertheless, operational. He util
ized concepts of force, empathy and love, and educational opportunity it> his 
work and practice with juvenile offenders. For Aichhorn, force and force 
threat were most effective when not directly communicated, but were to be 
understood by the juveniles. His idea was that discipline and harshness 
reinforce the aggressiveness of the delinquent. Sureness and certainty need 
to be communicated rather than hostility and fear: 
• Goode, W. J., "The Place of Force in Human Society", in Sodal Problems and Public Policy: Deviance and Libert.
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Rainwater, Lee, Ed., 1974. Chicago: Aldine publishing Co. 
10 Gibbons, D. C., Delinquent Behavior, 2nd edition, 1976. Prentice Hall, publishers. 
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In spite of all the friendliness and I ~~:t:en~:: t;at the analyst can act i~v:nt~:t~;;;n~~ent obtains for his analyst, he 

delinquent at ~~;g~ agg+~~jveness, vigor and :Ve~f~e;~~t ~ay if he wants to and 
skills to achieve si~:' th IS double approach is one of thea ~~~~~~~/o Isubdue the 
potential but acti e one aspect must alwa s re' I leu t, dynamic 
is consist~ntly an;~ en~ugh to reach the delinque:r,s u:c~m ~nverbal~zed, latent, 
other and either al ont~n~ously acted out; yet both are ne nsclOUS, while the other one IS meffectual. II cessary, presuppose each 

These sound very much rk 
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Tdhe Q.otions of empathy :n~f lorce and force threat and love. 
un erstand' d ove were very m h tr £ 109 an strategy. He called thO hue. a part of Aichhorn's 
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tt d d . uents and i d"d I' 1 anties t e ~h en leI hto tn.working to place the c~il~v~ na vanations that needed t~ be 
eya ave In common' h In contact WIth realit "0 . 

not call attention to th ,t ey.do not tell the truth."" Th y. k ne thlOg 
of delinquents has rece~:':;lDsparency of the child's lies. T~e";~:u:r should 
of th!s has built on Aichho m,!ch attent.IO'.' in contemporary work b

of 
types 

It IS not only the d' rn s appreCIatIOn of types ut none 
, Istant past that 0 " ~eressed, but successful work ;n th ur cor~ectlOnal social scientists have 
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~;£orl~;S LN' W.; Elias, A. and Bixby, F: ~~~~;~iJ~'d°·N S.ew York: Viking Press. 
, . ew York: Henry Holt & ' ,,"' le story: An Experim / 
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This clinician and theoretician is thus not a source of influence in current 
rehabilitation thinking in spite of his writings which are easily available 
today, Perhaps We are all too eager to believe Gibbons that Psychoanalysis 
is neither fashionable nOr viable," This criticism ignores the many changes 
that have been made in Psychoanalysis, and Such criticisms COme from a 
variety of sources, Since Aichhorn has neVer strictly subscribed to that 
philosophy, We can ill afford to ignore the Psychoanalyti~ perspective of 
delinquent causation and treatment developed by Aichhorn or his students. 23 

29 

Sister Disciplines 

In 

19

64, I argued that two major dysfUnctions in correctional research 
resulted from the emphasis on pure research, and the failure of researchers 
to involve themselves with the clinician's strategies afld techniques," This 
emphasis Contributed to OUr failure to develop a Scientific penology, In 
noting the dysfunctions created by the professional canonization of clini
cians, I failed to see that such canoniZation also oCcurred with sociologists, 
I neglected to see and appreciate how OUr Scientific education Was Often 
done at the discrediting and expense of other valid disciplines," The anti
PsycholOgical perspective is still evident in much SOCiological work on delin_ 
quency prevention, Two SOCiologists, Lundman and Scarpitti, recently 
pleaded that We broaden the attack on delinquency by inClUding more 
measures and more perspectives," Such figures as Jeffery and Meier need 
to be noted here for their efforts to increase Our appredation of the validity 
of an interdiSciplinary perspective," The time has come to not only recog
nize the simple point that life is simultaneously Psychological and Sociologi_ 
cal, but to appreciate the real dilemmas and problems created by the 
ignoring of this truth," One of these problems is that a strict disciplinary 
perspective will address itself to only Some variables while ignoring others, 
Thus We can only discover a limited range of the determinants of behavior, 
A seCond problem is that a strict disciplinary perspective only allows for the 
testing of selected variables and exclUdes others, Thus only a limited range 
of explanation is possible, Finally, a strict diSciplinary perspective encour-
ages certain methods of inquiry to the exclusion of other methods, Thus, 
Possibilities for discovering new truths Or anomolies are limited, While an 
emphasis upon a disciplinary perspective thus marks off boundaries and sets 
up separate domains, it does so at the expense of discovering aspects of 
reality and modifying assumptions about other levels of analysis and disci
plines, Aichhorn's Work draws attention to a range of the determinants of -'2 Gibbons. Op Cit. 

" ""I." K, .. , .d" _hgh~ M DoUn
qUOn

•
y

, N.w "'YO""'"'''''Ii. ",d;o< 1949, N.w Y"k, 'oOom."oool UOI" ... "~ 
P_, 10." Joh_, ., M" '1'"""1. Dcl'oq,~.y" In Am""'M if"""'""" 0/' hyoh;.,,,,, &I~o Ad.", olio", Vol, 
1, 1959. BaSic BOOks, Inc . 

•• Rabow, Op Cit. 

" ""ow, J, ,"d Zu.k." 1,., "Wb;'"",, Sooology", "''''' '"'" " PSA m~"o ... &m DI.,o, CA, 1976, 
"LoOdm.o, R, J, .od s..,pI,", F, R., "D.lloq",,~y p"".o'o", n~mm.od,"om r" F,lure Pm 1""", Clim. 'nd Delinquency, Vol. 24, NO.2, 1978, pp. 207-220. 

" J.«""" c. R., "Ctimloob" M lOO"d"opUo.,y •• h,,,,,,. S"M~", c,m""o}ogy, Vol.", No, 2,197< Pp,149-169, M.,." 
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behavior that currently are ignored in contemporary work in rehabilita
tion. 29 An appreciation of his methods would encourage the implementation 
of treatment modes that are currently considered passe. An appreciation of 
his work can only enhance our understanding of the reality and complexity 
of human life,and would help us develop a generalized and abstract under
standing of genuine treatment principles and achieve the larger goal of 
human understanding . 
• 0 Aichhorn, A., Delinquency and Child Guidance: Selected Paper,s, Fleischman, Kramer and Ross, editors, 1964. New York: 

International Universities Press, Inc. 
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